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"The illimitable, silent, never-resting thing called Time, rolling, rushing on, swift, silent, like and all-embracing ocean-tide, on which we and all the universe swim like exaltations, like apparition which are, and then are not: this is forever very literally a miracle; a thing to strike us dumb, for we have no word to speak about it."

Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881)  
Scottish historian
Always smiling, Soo Ji Lee and Heidi Franco set aside the rigors of senior life long enough to enjoy a day of play (right). Members of group 12 create a spirit of teamship as they compete in the all school games (above right).
Time seems to stand still until you enter the life of a college student. Where we were once struggling to find something to do, we now find there's not enough time to do all that our hearts desire.

Where we once found entertainment in riding our bikes, going
Heave ho! Mark Carlsen practices his cabre toss technique while giving a few NC students a workout (right). Jason Martinie and Katherine Thomas find a few minutes between chapel and class for short conversation with friends (below).
over to Billy's and building a treehouse, we now find ourselves spending time in the library, attending group project meetings and putting in our time at work.

The one hour nap we once found so difficult to sit still for, we crave these days.
ATIME OF CHANGE

Hip, Hip, Hooray! Student leader Abigail Faylor leads her team in a morale boosting cheer (top). New student Pam Tromble sets to the task of moving in (right).
Best friends. Robin Munshaw and Steve Higa show that they don't take life too seriously while they are still in college (below).

What happened? Well, one day you walk onto a quaint 60 acre park-like college campus. You're young, excited, anxious, even naive. You leave all the things that were once familiar to you to experience change. Your fresh mind embraces the newness.
Peace out! Sophomore Josh McQueen utilizes his excellent hair ratting ability to add the finishing touches to his Harvest social costume (far right). Margaret Bergford extends a warm welcome to a chapel guest (upper right). Laurie, Tiffany and Lisa Knotts discuss the day's events on their way to class (right).
of it all—dorm life, chapel, classes.

Somehow you forget in the first few months that this is supposed to be school. But then, as you accumulate in years, you anticipate the proverbial, end of the tunnel. You eagerly anticipate graduation. The challenges of life ahead hide behind your
Misty Carlsen learns the essence of college time management, tackling two projects at once (upper right). Jen Woods and Sharon Haus share quality time on campus during the All School Picnic (far right). Allison Thomas and Erik Larson claim first prize as geisha girls (right).
anticipation of moving into the "real world." You look back and see that you're not the same eager person you were when you first started. But then you feel that diploma in your hand and you realize that you've evolved. A rush of accomplishment overwhelms you.
Suddenly, a flash of fear inundates you and you see a vision of that 60 acre campus again. You make a profound link between your present fear and the one that once accompanied you to college.

It will now accompany you into the world. You realize you've been through a time of change.
Thank you

Jacqualyn Randolph

She has played many diverse roles in twenty eight years of service at Northwest College. Starting out in the library, she moved to the bookstore and then began teaching and acting as registrar. Today, it's plain to see her passion for the scriptures as she so actively teaches classes like Historical Books, Methods of Bible Study and Exploring the Bible. Students agree that her heartfelt emotion in class and one on one adds an personal element that most campuses lack today. Her gentle spirit is refreshing and is a subtle reminder of home.

But as much time as she puts into the campus, her life does extend off the NC campus. Bill and Jaquie were married on June 29, 1962, and have two children, one daughter, one son. In her spare time, Jaquie loves to study, which might explain her passion for teaching. She likes hand work such as crocheting and knitting. Together, the couple enjoy travelling and relish stamps in their passports from Israel, Egypt, Italy, Romania, Austria, Singapore and Fiji.

Despite her love for the Bible, one thing Jaquie contests (in good fun of course) is a passage in the old testament. She maintains there will be no milk and honey flowing in heaven. If God made us in His likeness, it'll be Diet Coke and pizza.

Thank you Jaqulyn Randolph for your efforts toward improving the lives that have crossed your path.

-- written by Jennifer Skovron and Holly Jacobs
Dean Steve shows his interest in photography at this year's Harvest Social (above). Dr. Flowers takes a few minutes out of his hectic schedule for a little tennis (right).
Jan Hicks is pleased to help but sometimes she needs a little space (left). Jack Wisemore has wisened up to the ways of the Pacific Northwest as he sings in the rain (below).
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Marsha Goosens brightens the library with her dazzling smile (above). Gayle Turner and Nola Braddy dedicate time and care to the bookstore (right).
Whether they are serving us in the cafeteria, bookstore, library or as security, our college services staff seems to be made up of a special group of people. After all, they have a tough job, working early mornings in the cafeteria, 24 hour days ensuring our campus safety, and long hours in the bookstore and SUB, all to make our time here at NC a little easier. Truely they have devoted much time and energy, and we are grateful. Thank you college services!

Security officer Ken is one tough guy. He'll even give President Davis a parking ticket! (above left) Brian Harrison uses shock treatment to get his point across (left). Cafeteria Dan takes drastic measures to make sure no dirt or germs make their way into the cafeteria (above).
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Sam Farina, this year's Spiritual Emphasis week speaker, started out on fire, challenging the student body throughout the week and went out with a bang. From the very beginning of the week, it was evident to see Pastor Farina’s energy, his enthusiasm for the Word of God and his heart for young people.

Sam encouraged young people to be sensitive to the voice of God and the leading of the Holy Spirit, especially concerning their purposes in life. He also spoke of having a romance with God, saying that worship and prayer would bring us also into this romance. Using visual illustrations made Mr. Farina’s examples and ideas take hold in each student’s memory. Overall, it was a powerful week. Lives were changed, and it set the year into an exciting direction.

Sam Farina, the Spiritual Emphasis speaker for the fall, brought Bible based teaching to apply to today’s world (above). Mr. Farina takes the time to advise Corey Smith one on one (top).
After four years of listening, FINALLY
The Seniors Speak

Clammy palms and dry throats. Inundated with pages and pages of sermon notes they stood, looking out on their peers. Searching for their friends from the podium, they silently recited quick prayers of "Please God, just get me through these next 45 minutes." And those of us who had the privilege of hearing them received a real treat. Each speaker showed their uniqueness and individuality through their messages they had to share. The time devoted to the day was well spent. After all, it was the seniors who were speaking, sharing a wealth of experience and knowledge with us. For the some, it was a small glimpse of that which was yet to come. For others, it was a time of reflection and encouragement. All in all, the senior speakers did a wonderful job.

Eli Loera brings his message as the first senior speaker of the year (above left). Kyle Riley executes the final touches for his day in chapel (above). Mel Allerdings and Curt Anderson discuss the pressures of having to speak for the student body (left).
Chapel changes were very evident this year including a bar code scanner making a smooth check-in possible (below). Brenda Rice leads worship from the piano (bottom left). Pastor Jack takes advantage of a few moments to get ready to tackle the day, both spiritually and physically (bottom right).
Lisa Leisy spends thoughtful time after chapel for reflection (above left). Adjusting to the needs of students, NC made chapel services available in sign language (above). This NC student takes the meaning of meditation literally (left).
With voices like angles they sing

His Praise

His Praise: Kris Long, Matt Rosales, Aaron Hunter, Jana Hall, Josh Downs, Amy Griffin, Chad Inks, Michelle Arneson (top row), Amy Hill, Becky Hoppins, Pam Tromble, Brain Eldridge, Advisor Breanda Rassmussen, Grace Douglas, Brad Murphy and Melissa Howeth (bottom row).

Take 15 new improved voices, a band consisting of a drummer, a pianist, and a bass player, students that have hearts for God, a fresh director, and you come out with a terrific musical group. The 1995-1996 His Praise graced the ears of Northwest students and people in the community as well. Under the direction of Brenda Rassmussen, His Praise was a new experience for everyone involved. There were freshmen, sophomore, junior and seniors. Despite the differences, the group bonded and became good friends.

Brad Murphy a freshman in the group said that his main goal was to better his musical skills as well as have the chance to minister. The group wanted to be a unit, not a group of individuals trying to minister to the community, and they also wanted to be responsible to one another. Together they ministered to the community in song.

Amy Griffith, a His Praise junior and returning singer of three years, said the hardest part about working together as a group came in getting to know one another at the beginning of the year. She wanted the students at Northwest to know that the “people in the group were real people with stress, homework and bills to pay.” Amy also said she felt very lucky to be able to work with such talented students; she hoped that the glory was all going to the one who deserved it, God.
The Orchestra, 40 students strong, this year soared to new heights under the direction of David Yoder, NC’s new director. In the past Northwest Orchestra has had very little exposure. This year Yoder changed that. In the first semester the orchestra played in chapel and “flabbergasted” people with its ability and strength.

Using Yoder’s own musical arrangements for two-thirds of their music and filling in with other leading composers’ music, the orchestra played in several churches during both semester as well as at the college in chapel and in concert.

They also have the chance to play at the Northwest district council meeting in Oregon, which Northwest has never had the opportunity to do. The players and their director were very excited about the entire year and hope their success this year will mean even better things for the ones to come.

Students like Eli Carlson know that dedication to the music program means hours and hours of practice (left). Not only do they sing, but Dr. Yoder’s students use their drama skills to pull off an animated Christmas program (below left). Growth in the music department’s instrumental section was one of the changes due in part to the addition of Dr. Yoder (below).
...it all came down to

One December Night

The hot room filled quickly with people and the teams grew nervous. Seeing the chapel full of familiar faces eased some of the tensions, but in another way, it made it all that much more difficult. On Friday, December 1, 1995, the NC promotions department held their annual summer ministry team audition night. Five teams were chosen to represent Northwest for the following summer. They are: ACTS, The Edge, FireExcape, ID, and PB and J.

Each team will perform in camps, churches and youth groups throughout the Northwest region which includes Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, southern Idaho and Alaska. The goal of the SMTs is to represent the College, but more important, to represent Christ. Students chosen for SMT will go through the Top Gun program, designed to prepare them for ministry and to help them as they endeavor to walk with the Lord. Over the years God has used Northwest’s Summer Ministry Teams to touch people’s lives. Only time will tell all that God has done through the students at Northwest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUMMER MINISTRY TEAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Dibley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Lendzion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridget Hamlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michele Bang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Taylor-Secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Edge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dave Needham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff Duchemin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FireExcape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacy Gudmunson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrone Rinta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loveta Verstan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abraham Lara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Eldridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heidi Franco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Pitzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pam Tromble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitzi Bressman-Secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB&amp;J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danita Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priscilla Hines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Scheline</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Brian Eldridge, Pam Tromble, Heidi Franco and Steve Pitzer join voices to make-up Imago Dei (top). Casey Tait, Tyrone Rinta, Stephanie Sparee and Erik Larson practiced before live crowds to prepare for the big evening (above middle). Loveta Verstan, Abraham Lara and Stacy Gudmunson prepared skits for their audition (above).
A new approach to summer ministry teams, PB & J's Danita Thomas focused on children's ministry through puppets, music and skits (left). The Edge comically demonstrates the plank-in-the-eye principal (below). Scott Lendzion of ACTS shows that hours and hours of practice certainly payoff (below left).
Life in these four walls...

From The Birds to The Gang, to the Zoo and back to the Girlz, dorm life is as good as you want it to be. For most, dorm life remains one of the highlights of college, because within these four, small walls dreams of romance, prankster’s plots and ten page papers all happen after midnight. Anywhere else on earth, you could be considered insane for things you hear about in Beatty, Gray, Perks, Crowder and Guy Halls. Despite all of this craziness at times, though, you always know that even in the darkest hour, in your worst day, through your toughest test, you’re never alone. Sometimes, it’s nice to know that your 200 closest friends are right there, living the same saga along with you.

Dorm life can be best put by Jen Belgarde: "This is the one chance you have to share closets with hundreds of girls... and the stuff better be from the GAP." Dorms tend to take on the personalities of their residents. It's louder in Crowder, but no longer quiet in Perks. The Ducks have nestled in, but those Birds flying south sometimes set off the alarm!

Adam Rutowski spends a little spare time plunking out his frustrations in the men's lobby (above right). This BOYZ floor member makes a great escape under the watchful Karisma camera eyes (We promise we won't tattle!) (right).
Crit Muniz and Shelby Ericson use a game of Skipbo as a break from homework (left). Leah Gardner proves that not all time spent in the dorms is full of studying (left). Roommates Angel Wilde and Valerie Moore know the meaning of a tight squeeze—especially when they're studying (below).
Resident Assistants and Resident Directors attempt this “RLS” as they seek to establish an environment where on-campus students can develop all areas of their lives.

“Creating community and investing in lives” is another phrase which helps depict intentions of the RLS staff, a group of men and women committed to serve the student body with their whole hearts, souls and minds. They model healthy actions and work hard to make the floors a place where students feel free to grow and learn.

The RLS tries to accomplish these goals by one on one contact, creating accountability, training leadership, such as the Small Group Leaders, and AMS/AWS officers, providing programming such as Brother/Sister activities, retreats, floor prayer and guest speakers. All of these ideals and activities help make NC dorm life a time where “friends are found, lives are changed and dreams are made.”

Sandy Stoddard makes every minute count on her desk duty, doing her homework and talking on the phone at the same time (far left).

RLS leadership: (back row) RD Angie Gillispie and RD Geri Gray, (front row) RD John Eilertson, RLS Director Mike Nosser, RD Mark Golden (left).
Greg and Jennifer Gale take advantage of some free time as a couple (right). ASB treasurer Curt Anderson and wife Christine catch up with friends on a sunny Saturday afternoon (above). The Sichangwas enjoy a day at the All School Picnic (right).
Husbands, wives, kids, and school make it

A Family Affair

Three different groups live together on the campus of Northwest College: single students, married students and students who want to be married. In the past these groups never seemed to join to make one. However, over the last couple of years things have been changing. For instance, several married students have actively participated in various leadership positions at school. Even our current ASB president is married. This year, the married students have participated in more events and have become more involved in campus life which is encouraging and beneficial to all.

Married student life is challenging when considering balancing family life, work and an academic load. Nevertheless, the goal of the married students is to become even more involved at Northwest College; after all, they have a lot to offer.

-Rocky Polito
MSA President

President Rocky Polito puts the final touches on the MSA's Harvest Time Social booth (above). Virgil, Angela and daughter Ami Brown bring home the family's newest arrival, little Bryce (left). Christian and Jen Lindbeck prove that love is still alive, despite the pressures of college life (above left).
Men and women seek

Purpose and Unity

1995-1996 Mission Statement: “Our purpose is to strengthen and unite women in agape love, providing them the opportunity to minister and become ministered to by the Spirit of God.”

Encouraged by growing numbers, AWS officers did all they could to maintain and increase the lines of fellowship for campus women. As president Jen Belgarde put it, “We have put a lot of prayer, time and energy into every event to make them the best for the women of NC.”

AMS provided opportunity for men to gather and share. With special events, chapels and guest speakers, men on campus had the chance to fellowship in an all male setting. Efforts were also combined with AWS as the two entities challenged one another in the annual clothing drive for the homeless. AMS clearly fulfilled its purpose, building men into leaders with integrity, leadership and godliness.

Living up to the challenge, AMS officers take their pie in the face from the AWS officers as a result of losing the annual homeless clothing and blanket drive (above). AWS President Jen Belgarde plays host to special guest Seahawk Eugene Robinson for an AWS chapel (far right). Uniquely expressing his spirit, AMS President Dan Evans encourages the NC men to do the same for Homecoming’s Spirit Week (right).
ASB takes new shape

It all started with the appearance of Snapple machines throughout the campus of NC. The ASB of 1995-1996 was beginning to take shape. We were introduced to them in chapel as they marched in to the theme of “Rocky” and the uniqueness of the group was obvious from the start. Even though they came from all walks of life, including a sizable age gap, they found themselves unified as a group. This was evident in the consistency of the entire year, for students and faculty alike. This year’s Harvest Social gave the student body a small picture of this consistency, with their entertaining Star Trek skit, costumes included.

But they learned very quickly, that it wasn’t just all fun and games. This year’s ASB had to deal with a lot of decisions. They met once a week and were committed to making the best decisions for everyone. High on the priority list for President Don Erlitz, the NC by-laws were evaluated. Efforts were made to consider changes in some of the student-run programs and were updated accordingly. These modifications allowed campus organizations a chance to grow and mature.

All in all, the lengths taken on by everyone of the ASB officers made NC a better place, for both now and in the future. These amendments will not soon be forgotten.

ASB officers (top left): (back row) Wendy Storrs- Student Outreach Secretary, Neely Trudeau (standing)- Vice President of Student Activities, Jenni Sill- Secretary, (front row) Don Erlitz- President, Curt Anderson- Treasurer, Jason Streubel- Vice President of Student Outreach. Don Erlitz finds energy by the cupfull for the first day of student registration (above right). Nice try, Curt, but we don’t think that you’ll find any money in the ocean (right). Wendy Storrs and Neely Trudeau master the fine art of crabbing (above).
Karisma staffers find themselves

Embarking on Change

As much as this year was a year of change for Northwest College, it was even more so for the Karisma staff. It started off with a bang at a summer workshop for yearbook staff members. With all that the staff wanted to accomplish with this year's book, it would require a major face lift of the staff and office.

The hours were truly endless and there were many obstacles to face when trying to produce a cutting edge book. It is our hope that our struggle to acquire change will make it easier for the staffs to come.

All in all, the change was good. With advancing our technological capabilities, we were able to create a book that reflects the time in which we live more accurately. From scanning pictures to a current events section, from desktop publishing software to end of the year coverage, we take pride in the fact that our efforts can be witnessed in this very book.

1995-1996 Editors: Holly Jacobs- Assistant Editor, Rob Drennan- Business Manager, Jenn Skovron- Editor, Andrea Tappero- Photography Editor (above right). Advisors Julia Young (right) and Phil Gustafson (far right) helped the staff adjust to new changes this year.
Psych students prove that it's

All in Your Head

With half of Northwest's students claiming behavioral science as their major, it only make sense to have an organization that promotes the same ideals. Members of the psychology club joined to create one of the largest special interest groups on campus. Not only dedicated and interested in the development of psychology, these students met with a social purpose as well.

Advisor and psych professor, Bill Herklerath assists one of his students with her homework (above). The Christmas party for psych club members produced a large turnout (left).
Students learn the value of

Big Business

The Associated Business Students club was active again in its third year of operation. Northwest Exposure, a monthly newspaper, was led under the direction of Editor Kathryn Sebranke in the fall and continued with Catherine Lane in the Spring. The club used revenue from various projects to purchase a new Apple Macintosh for the production of the newspaper.

Other ABS projects included the Used Book Buyback increased its sales in 1995-96 providing book bargains. The Sweet & Sour Contest, also produced valuable funds by a vote by donation to select the Sweetest Faculty member (female) and the Sourest Faculty member (male) Final awards were made at the February 9 basketball game to Nola Braddy from the bookstore and Dr. John McMillin, each winning a pair of Bellevue Philharmonic Symphony tickets.

Two national organizations, SIFE and Circle K, gave business students avenues for involvement. SIFE, Students in Free Enterprise, involved members in profit-making ventures, business function and society presentations to elementary and junior high school students. A new event, the High School Entrepreneur Contest, promoted business acumen, awarding a 486 computer from corporate sponsor Radio Shack. The year culminated in April with the national SIFE competition in San Francisco.

Circle K Club is sponsored by the Kiwanis Service Organization, uniting the service of college students and community Kiwanis members. The local Kirkland chapter worked with NC chapter president, Josh Prigmore, helping at Kirkland’s Happy Halloween House and selling Christmas trees for donations into local service programs. In return, the Kiwanas donated $1000 to Dr. McMillin’s Romania mission project.

ABS students participated in many activities in the 1995-96 school year, all the while learning and developing skills in business organization and leadership.

ABS Members: (first row) Andrea Tappero, Matthew Yeomans, Jerry Casper, Jefferson Lederwood, Adam Rutowski, Advisor David Stoops, Dave Trihey, Josh Prigmore and John Hartman. (second row) Luke Collins, Jason Ericson, Advisor Dr. John McMillin, Holly Jacobs, Catherine Lane, Shana Maggleson, Annette Farnes, Bonnie Clowers (top). Advisor David Stoops proves that it’s not all business as he and some of the other ABS members prepare their booth for the Harvest Social (middle above). Katherine Sebranke and Amy LeMance prepare for an ABS sponsored all school party (right).
Boasting a national rank of 15th, over schools like Stanford and the University of Washington, the Northwest College Forensics Team really made a name for itself in its 1995-96 season. Though last year was the school's most successful, it seems that the team has made big on all the fresh new talent that has joined the debate team. In light of the team's substantial success, NC sent two teams to the national tournament at Rice University in Texas. This is the first year of collegiate debate for three of the four team members attending nationals: Ryan Doughty, Dave Thompson and Jacob Witt. They were joined by Roger Altizer, a third year collegiate debater.

Northwest has also made quite an impression in the individual speaking events. Louise Wall, Amyjoy Munson and several others have made a great impact in our region, showing that a conservative Christian school can definitely hold its own.

Though Northwest is noted as a winning team, the most important aspect of the year has been the opportunity to make a bold proclamation that Christ is on the throne. It is the desire of all the members of the NC forensics squad, and their coach, Gary Gillispie, to show that Christianity is alive and well.

-Roger Altizer
A team of talented students participated in NC's first production of a Broadway musical, John-Michael Tebelak and Steven Schwartz's *Godspell*. With ten cast members and a production ministry crew of almost 20 students, *Godspell* utilized the multi-faced gifts of NC students in its presentation of the Gospel of Matthew through various styles of music and drama.

Each evening ended with the cast members giving the audience an invitation to respond to the gospel. Paula Kaschele, a sophomore cast member felt encouraged in her participation with the production. "People have told me after the performances that they've seen Jesus in a new way," she said. "We've been praying that even Christians who come to *Godspell* will leave having caught a new glimpse of Jesus, and our prayers are being answered."

Drama club members like Devorah Williams, Virginia Eddy and Marsha Goosens put in many hours of rehearsal to present *Godspell* (above right). Kris Long and Dan Pimm warm up their vocal chords for their part in Godspell (right). Many behind the scenes participants including Mark Gould and Thor Anderson helped complete all of the drama's performances (above).
The DJ's claim

It's a radio thang!

When asked to write about our college radio station, I began with a Hip Hop 20/20 style, a dash of funk here, a sprinkle of rock there, and a splash of rap everywhere and "the hills will be alive with the groove of music" article, but instead I shall tell you just a little bit about what we do at KCNC 610 AM.

Radio Station Manager, can you believe it? That's me. I took over the position last spring, and I'm still going strong. The station is quite small but it has an interesting radio feeling to it. We have a number of DJs from different backgrounds, walks of life, and styles of music. Each puts heart and soul into their show, all interesting and hilarious. We play alternative, funk, soul, and rock sound that keeps us on track with the latest in the Christian music scene. Living in Seattle, we tend to hear the grungier bands, which is pretty cool and funkee man!

Do you dig the names of some of our show of what? Here are just a few of them: The Poly-Esther Music Meltdown, School House Rock, The Brian and Jack Show, The Commando Nuns, Pork & Beans Show, The Muppet Show, and Air Raid. What would people think if they knew that we were Jesus Freaks on the radio? Well, you know what? We don't care.

The aim of the radio station this year is to boost the station up to 10 volts, so that everybody around campus can listen to this little station with attitude. God willing everything should go well. Before I end, I would like to thank Prof. Gillespie for all his help and the DJs for their faithful commitment to the radio, and most of all my thanks goes to my partner and Program Director Charis Marquis. So if you're bored sometime in your dormroom, just sit back, relax and flip on the radio, 'cause KCNC 610 AM is in your face!

Peace
Joash Perera
"The English Muffin"

KCNC gives students like Angela Kramer the chance to get away from the books (top). It's not all business as Program Director Charis Marquis and Benjamin Helton show that KCNC has some personality (above).
The women's volleyball team: (back row) Jackie Cramer, Molly Jo Galbreath, Mickey Eggers, Cami Kennett and Brett Spore. (second row) Head Coach Ross Johnson, Assistant Coach Ricky Lee, Jamie Greggerson, Kori Lenz, Leah Mallory, Toni John, Assistant Coach Mel Allerdings, and Assistant Coach Kristi Brodin. (front row) Stephanie Baller and Marlo Hutchison (left).
In late August, a group of strangers gathered in the Beatty Lounge to meet each other. In late October this same group walked away from the gym close friends. Needless to say 1995 was a great year! Coach Johnson sums up the season with these words, “Although we didn’t win as many games as we wanted to, what I will always remember about the ‘95 season was how close this team was. Lifetime friendships were made and that’s what really makes a season a success.”

On the court the Eagles enjoyed tremendous crowd support. The team was led offensively by returning senior Mario Hutchison. Senior setter Stephanie Bailer went down early in the season with a serious knee injury but staying within character, toughed it out and returned to the court three weeks later. Junior Brett Spore played a key role in adding power from the right side. The team also benefited from super sophs Mickey Egress, Toni John and Leah Mallory. In ’95 several new faces appeared on the court for the Eagles. Transfer Jackie Creamer’s hustling diving style kept the fans on their feet. The freshmen class arrived quietly and quickly left their mark. Molly Galbreth made impressive strides, while Kori Lenz anchored the middle. Cami Kennett’s and Jamie Gregerson’s solid fundamental play earned them both starting roles.

The 1995 season brought a changing of the guard to Eagle volleyball. While we welcomed five new players to the program, we said farewell to two that had been thrilling fans since 1992: Stephanie Bailer and Marlo Hutchison played their last game for the Eagles in a dominating performance against Pierce College. Their contribution to the program was immense, and we will miss them dearly.
The Northwest College Eagles finished the 1995 season with a record of 6 wins, 10 losses and 1 tie. Yet these numbers do not reflect the progress made by the team as they played through the most challenging schedule the program has ever undertaken. Looking back on the season, Josh Jacobs had this to say, "We may not have excelled on the collegiate soccer field, but we bonded as brothers in Christ. I guess you could call this a rebuilding year. Next year we will more than excel."

With a group of new prospects recruited by Coach Steve Turner and several returning starters, the Eagles plan to leave this somewhat disappointing season behind and move on toward success in the fall on '96.
Coach Steve Turner, Dave Needham, Josh Jacobs, Jon Larson, Rob Hanson, John Menaker and Jade East (top row). Dave Trihey, Josh McQueen, Bryan Stanhope, Erich Hobson, Larry Hermida, Jason Erickson, Dan Taylor, and Troy Brinkman (bottom row).

"We may have not excelled on the collegiate soccer field but we bonded as brothers in Christ. I guess you could call this a rebuilding year. Next year we will more than excel."

- Josh Jacobs, player
The success of the men’s basketball was built on third year Eagles Brett Wille and Chad Gallatin, with senior Brad Fox joining the team in the second semester. Contributors included Nick Miller with his forty-two inch vertical, Justin Henry with his strong three point shot and the hard work of Lincoln Nugen, the team’s only freshman. There was a noticeable change with the addition of Fox and Eddy Haskins at the semester. Morale picked up and the team seemed to function more completely. Overall, it was a great year, with each player filling an important role and creating a truly unified team.
NC's basketball team: (back row) Assistant Coach Jason Filan, Eddy Haskins, Nick Miller, Justin Henry, Ben Brinks, Chad Gallatin, Head Coach Doug Filan, and Assistant Coach Doug Atkins. (front row) Jason Hagen, Todd Neely, Lincoln Nugen, Brett Wille, Brad Fox, and Corey Simmons (above).
1996 Lady Eagles: (top row) Assistant Coach Lynn Kennedy, Nicole Nipp, Tambi Gustafson, Mandie Swift, Deborah Vicknair, Christina McMahon, Kristen Hovies and Head Coach Kristi Brodin. (bottom row) Michelle Perry, Stephanie Baller, Brooke Miller, Janea Powell, Rachel Stahl, and Cami Kennett.
During the 1995-1996 basketball season the Lady Eagles discovered something that creates wins: teamwork. Linfield, Lewis & Clark College, Eastern Oregon State, Frasier Valley, Western Baptist all became witness to the power of a unified team. The determination to build friendships both on and off the court drove this team to wins against some of the top schools in the Northwest. During the season the Lady Eagles had 11 games that were decided by five points or less with eight of those ending in Eagle wins. Those games built the character that produced a successful season. This team believed in itself; the members believed in their teammates and proved this belief on the court.
"I'm so proud of all the cheerleaders who have shown strength through their perseverance, determination, and maturity in their attitudes. Thank you for bringing NC's cheer squad to a new level and for making this a great year for all of us."
-Advisor Rose Kim

Cheerleading

With pom-poms in hand, these seven ladies give all that it takes to get that NC crowd roaring. They practiced hours on their smiles, tried new stunts and rehearsed routines to bring spirit and life to every NC basketball game. It was as if they could hear the boisterous crowd, bouncing ball, and the blow of the referee's shrill whistle in an empty gymnasium. They boosted morale in the low points of any given game, using their most excitable voices to encourage the crowd to do the same. For all of their efforts, they know that their pride will never fade for the blue and gold colors of the NC Eagles.

NC's cheer squad: (top row) Chuck Pitcher, Lindsey Kessler, Tasha Sollie, Barry Whitehead. (second row) Angie Harber, Cindy Celestino and Becky Peterson. (bottom row) Wendy Storrs and Cindy Marks (above). Devotions started each pratice on the right foot (left).
It's the abuse men live for, football. And every Saturday for six weeks during the fall semester, everyone was given the opportunity to "tackle" the game. Tromping onto the Seahawk's field, they all came, with one goal in mind- to be the champions. Only one team would have the privilege of winning the coveted title, with bragging rights for the rest of the school year.

According to Jeremy Stamback, intramural football is an excellent way to encourage floor unity. Although it was fun, it was also competitive and rough. But then again, it wouldn't be football without those things, right?

Building up to the championship game one cold Saturday morning, the members of the 100 floor found themselves the envy of every other male on and off campus, as they claimed victory. And now, echoes of "yeah, but we still won the intramural football championship" ring through rooms, as the comeback to every argument, football or not.

Dustin Jensen focuses on warming up to maximize his playing ability (above right). The 100 floor stakes its claim to the victory, taking the season's championship (right).
on your mark


NC's second season of intercollegiate Cross Country was terrific. The 1995 season saw all of the top ten all-time performances fall on the women's side and eight of 10 on the men's side. With only three men and three women they were not able to run a full team this season.

The most exciting event of the 1995 Cross Country season was the NCAA National Championship meet. Only in its second year, two NC women qualified, finishing 12th and 14th both being named All-American's. With all of their successes, NC's program has already progressed faster than any other NCAA program ever.
In 1996, NC had its first season ever of intercollegiate Track & Field. Building a exciting new program, program directors chose distance running with hopes that this approach will develop quickly over the next few years. They anticipate the addition of other field athletics in the near future.

The program at Northwest College strives to develop student athletes mentally, physically and, spiritually and to build lifelong memories and friendships. Coach Bill Taylor also emphasized participants to represent Christ in who they are, how they act and how they compete.
Homecoming 1996 "Grace By Which I Stand," began with spirit week, including different dress themes for each day and prizes for the most creatively dressed. Dr. LeRoy Johnson and his wife Marilyn hosted a special chapel, introducing each member of the court complete with personal messages from friends and family. At half-time ASB President Don Eritz and wife Marilyn crowned Chuck Pitcher and Neely Trudeau Homecoming King and Queen. A parent’s brunch an Saturday capped off the memorable week.
SPRIT WEEK
February 5-9

Monday
Hat Day

Tuesday
70's Day

Wednesday
Professor Look
Alike Day

Thursday
Clash Day

Friday
Catch the Spirit

Christine Anderson congradulates and shares about husband Curt Anderson (above).
Dr. and Mrs. Johnson get the privilege of narrating the Homecoming chapel (far left). King Chuck Pitcher and Queen Neely Trudeau take the court after their crowning at halftime (left). Cassie Swant, Leanne Burt and Kim Cassell fondly honor their good friend Neely Trudeau during the Homecoming Chapel (below).
Wendy Stoors checks in students as they arrive to enjoy Spring Banquet festivities (above right). Erik Larson and Dustin Jensen are frightened as the thought of spending money for after-banquet entertainment hits them (above). Donna Kasza, Jennifer Howell, Matt Yeomens and Gunther Bailly take on the night in style (right).
Chris Lance, Kim Mason and Jen Belgarde take time to relax and enjoy this night of fun (left). Grace Douglas, Cameron Elliot and Ceci Lawson make a grand entrance (below).
Business graduates pose with their beloved mentor, Dr. McMillin (top). President Davis and his colleagues conduct the graduation ceremonies (above).
Leyla Roccì (Crabtree) and Faith Byron look forward to new beginnings (left). Family and friends of graduates fill the auditorium at Overlake Christian Church to give honor to those ending their scholastic career at Northwest College (below).
All students know that one of the keys to surviving financially through college can be enjoyable as well.
Students take advantage of employment opportunities on campus and off campus as well at places like Houghton Market and Milan Pasta Company.
It wouldn't really be college if we weren't living paycheck to paycheck. And somewhere in between, scrape together all of our quarters, dimes, nickels and pennies to buy just one more latte.

WHERE DOES EXTRA CHANGE GO?
HOW DO YOU SPEND YOUR TIME?

Time? What time? Packing our schedules so tight, we learn to live on all the sleep we can get: be it eight hours or eight minutes.
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Gardner, Leah 46, 71
Gates, Angela 46
Gates, Tabatha 31
Geer, Kevin 40
Geesey, Dowain 40
Geesey, Dwaine 77
Gerber, Becky 37
Gerber, Brandy 37
Gere, Corky 46
Gere, Diana 31
Gibson, Brent 31
Gibson, Munia 46, 85
Gillespie, Gary 20, 85
Gillette, Barbara 46
Gillispie, Angie 77
Gillock, Chad 53
Glass, Gordon 53
Godfrey, Jerald 46
Golden, Mark 77
Goodsky, Jesse 37
Goosens, Marsha 24, 86
Goossens, Marsha 53
Gorc, Rosalind 40
Gould, Mark 31, 86
Gray, Geri 77
Green, April 53
Green, Jessica 31
Greenland, Anthon 31
Gregerson, Jamie 53
Greggerson, Jamie 90
Grieve, David 46
Griffin, Amy 64
Griffith, Amy 40
Grimstad, Deborah 53
Gudmundson, Stacy 40
Gudmunson, Stacy 66
Guisinger, Laurencee 53
Gustafson, David 53
Gustafson, Philip 20
Gustafson, Tambi 46, 96

H
Haarstad, Jon 40
Hagen, Jason 95
Haisley, Amie 46
Haisley, Kori 41
Hall, Jana 41, 64
Halverson, Angela 53, 85
Hamar, Tracy 37
Hamlin, Bridget 53
Handley, Gina 53
Hannaford, Jaynee 41
Hansen, Jamie 53
Hanson, Rob 53, 93
Harber, Angie 53, 98
Harple, Erin 53
Harris, Robin 46
Harrison, Brian 25
Hart, Stacy 53
Hartman, John 84
Hartsfield, Michael 41
Haskins, Eddy 95
Hassman, Karly 46
Haus, Sharon 41
Hayden, Jim 31
Hayes, Becky 53
Hayes, Elizabeth 31
Hayes, Emily 53
Hebert, Joshua 31
Heitschmidt, Corey 53
Heller, Raymond 41
Helton, Benjamin 53
Henry, Christina 53
Henry, Justin 95
Henry, Juston 41
Hermida, Larry 41, 93
Hernandez, Ramiro 46
Hervin, Amy 53
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Heuvel, James 41
Hice, Scott 46
Hickey, Aern 53
Hicks, Jan 19
Hicks, Lori 53
Higa, Steven 31
Hill, Amy 53, 64
Hill, Ceri 21
Hill, Jim 31
Hill, Julie 31
Hill, Kelly 31
Hinde, John 41
Hines, Priscilla 46
Hislop, Shakindra 41
Hobson, Erich 41, 93
Hollingshead, Nicole 53
Holmes, Brian 41
Holzhauer, Jolene 53
Honey, Tiffany 53
Hook, Sarah 47
Hoppins, Becky 53, 64
Hornbacher, Holly 31
Houghtby, Dana 53
Houser, Kim 54
Hovies, Kristen 47, 96
Howard, Angela 41
Howard, Michael 41
Howell, Jennifer 54
Howeth, Melissa 54, 64
Huggins, Vonnie 31
Hughes, Darrell 41
Hull, John 54
Hunter, Aaron 54, 64
Hurlbut, Randy 31
Huston, Cindy 32
Huston, Robin 32
Hutchison, Marlo 37, 90
I
Ihrke, Jennifer 32
Imausen, Paula 41
Inks, Chabree 32
Inks, Chad 64
Inman, Tim 41
J
Jack, Pastor 62
Jackson, Ellen 47
Jacobs, Holly 37, 84
Jacobs, Josh 47, 93
James, Rev. Jessup 21
Janzen, Darren 41
Jensen, Dustin 108, 47, 99
Jensen, Jodi 32
Jensen, Kari - Ann 37
Jenson, Michael 47
Jo, Molly Galbreath 90
John, Dr. McMillin 21, 84
John, Julie 47
John, Toni 90
Johnson, Jennifer 54
Johnson, Jeremy 105, 47
Johnson, Julie 41
Johnson, Rob 47, 77, 85
Johnson, Ross 37, 90
Johnson, Tamra 47
Jones, Ed 32

K

Kachele, Jeffrey 32
Kachele, Paula 47
Kaiser, Joel 41
Kaniak, Lillyan 41
Kasza, Donna 108, 54
Katrin, Chris 77
Keeley, Ed 41
Keisser, Valerie 54
Kelley, Jodi 54
Kelly, Janette 32
Kelly, Sheila 37
Kennedy, Amy 32
Kennedy, Kristina 47
Kennedy, Lynn 96
Kennedy, Mike 41
Kennet, Camilla 54
Kennett, Cami 90, 96

Kenney, Kevin 32
Kessler, Lindsey 47, 98
Kim, Isaac 32
King, Mary 54
Kinghorn, Colleen 41
Kinlock, Jeremy 41
Kinman, Amber 47
Kiriko, Stella 54
Kleeman, Darro 41
Knight, Tricia 47
Knotts, Lisa 47
Kochrian, Jeremy 47

Kohler, Emmy 54
Konsomo, Tanya 32
Koster, Darla 37
Kotilainen, Ismo 54
Kowalski, Jeremy 54
Kraayeveld, Jason 54
Krake, Sabreena 54
Kramer, Angela 54
Kremer, Chris 47
Kruger, Chad 41
Kuhn, Scott 41
Kvernmo, Jennifer 32
Kvernmo, Julianne 47
Kyle, Melanie 47

L

Laes-Meyer, Jessica 54
Lagerquist, Lisa 41
LaMance, Amy 32
Landguth, Clark 42
Lane, Catherine 42, 84
Langsea, Amy 42
Lara, Abraham 54, 66
Larry, Rev. Malcolm 21
Larson, Erik 108, 42, 66

Lederwood, Jefferson 84
Ledgerwood, Jefferson 37
Lee, Anna 47
Lee, Dong 32
Lee, Richard 47
Lee, Ricky 90
Lee, SooJi 32
Leggett, Erik 47
Leisy, Lisa 37, 63
LeMance, Amy 84
Lendzion, Scott 54, 67
Lenger, Aimee 33
Lenz, Kori 54, 90
LeRoy, Dr. Johnson 21
LeVasseur, Charles 42
Limbeck, Christian 85
Linbeck, Jen 79
Lindbeck, Christian 33
Lindbeck, Jennifer 33
Lisenby, Warren 33
Livingston, Michelle 54
Loera, Eli 61
Loera, Elias 33
Long, Kris 54, 64, 86
Lounsbury, Eva 54
Lydic, Melodie 38
Lyn, Nick 54

M

Macklin, Melinda 47
Magelssen, Craig 54
Maggleson, Shana 84
Maher, Kim 54, 100
Mains, Melissa 47
Maldonado, Neftali 55
Mallory, Leah 47, 90
Manamar, Andrew 55
Marie, Anna Maloney 33
Nguyen, Bichthuan 42
Nguyen, Hai 48
Nielsen, Anita 55
Nipp, Nicole 55
Nipp, Nicole 96
Nisby, Kristin 55
Nishihara, Koji 55
Noble, Jason 42
Norton, Nathan 85
Norton, Nathaniel 48
Nosser, Mike 77
Notaras, Chris 38
Notter, Emily 55

O

O'Hair, Adam 48
O'Hearn, Heather 48, 77
Oldright, Chuck 55
Olsen, Celeste 48
Olson, Jill 48
Osse, Jamie 55, 100
Owen, Paul 42

Owens, Candace 55

P

Pagels, Jamie 42
Pantic, Boris 55
Park, Grace 42
Parker, Jenn 42
Parkhurst, David 48
Parkinson, Kristi 33
Parmelee, Leon 48
Parmelee, Rita 48
Parry, Michelle 38
Patrick, Terra 34
Patterson, Elizabeth 42
Payne, Jessica 42
Pearson, Angela 55
Perera, Joash 48
Perry, Al 19
Perry, Lance 55
Perry, Michelle 96
Peterson, Becky 98
Peterson, Paul 48
Peterson, Rebecca 48
Petillon, Lorella 48
Pflugrath, Troy 55
Phifer, Troy 48
Pickthorn, Breanna 55
Pimm, Dan 86
Pitcher, Chuck 104, 107, 34, 98
Pittenger, Betsy 48
Pittenger, Joe 48
Pitzer, Stephen 48
Pitzer, Steve 66
Plett, Greg 34
Pohl, Sheri 42
Polito, Rocky 34, 79
Pollock, Sharanne 34
Pope, Deborah 21
Potter, Lisa 55
Powell, Janea 104, 34, 96
Pratt, Zachary 56
Prigmore, Josh 38, 84
Prince, Jamie 48

R
R., Steven Emerson 19
Rademacher, Guy 38
Ramos, Ronny 56
Randolph, Jacqualyn 21
Rassmussen, Breanda 64
Rau, Kirk 34
Reetz, Jeff 34
Renes, Missy 49
Renny, Brian 56
Reynolds, William 38
Rice, Brenda 49, 62
Rice, Constance 21
Rice, Jessica 56
Richard, Dr. Blue 20
Richards, Nicole 43
Richards, Sherry 49
Ridge, John 22
Riley, Kyle 34, 61
Rinta, Tyrone 43, 66
Ritchie, Jennifer 49
Ritchie, Leah 49
Rivera, Matt 49
Robbins, David 49
Robbins, Sheri 43
Robert, Dr. Parlotz 21
Roberts, Christa 43
Roberts, Mike 49
Roberts, Richard 43
Robertson, Robby 38
Robinson, Jeremy 56
Rocchi, Leyla 34
Rocchi, Leyla 111
Rodli, Brett 43
Rodriguez, Annette 34
Roger, Dr. Butz 20
Rosales, Matt 64
Rose, Richard 19
Ross, Amy 100
Rotz, Jannette 43
Rowett, Jolene 49
Rundell, Roger 38
Ruska, Tiffany 43
Russell, Heather 38
Rust, Eric 34
Rutkowski, Adam 43
Rutowski, Adam 70, 84

S
Samuelau, Dannette 43
Sarver, Nicole 56
Savage, Lance 38
Schelink, John 56
Schelink, Sherry 49
Schiefer, Matthew 56
Schiefer, Tim 43
Schmelpfing, Dan 18
Schnuerle, Kimberley 43
Schnuerle, Kimberly 105
Schouten, Justin 43
Schultz, Briana 43
Scott, Justin 56
Scott, Lindsey 43
Sebranke, Katherine 84
Sebranke, Kathryn 34
Seely, David 34
Seely, Heather 56
Seely, Stephen 34
Sekhar, Cephas 43
Shaffer, Bethany 43
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Sherwood, Erik 49
Shimeall, Jon 34
Shirley, Dustin 35

Shrader, Hydee 35
Shrader, Steve 35
Sichangwa, Jacqueline 35
Sichangwa, Simon 35
Sill, Jenni 81
Sill, Jennifer 35
Simmons, Corey 95
Sjoberg, Penny 49
Skovron, Jenn 43
Smalley, Kim 43
Smith, Corey 38, 60
Smith, Heather 56
Smith, Heidi 49
Smith, Janet 43
Smith, Jon 43
Smith, Leah 43
Snyder, Andrea 49

Snyder, Becky 56
Snyder, Jayna 49
Solack, Jenine 43
Solterbeck, Mark 56
Sorenson, Lynette 22
Sparee, Stephanie 66
Sparre, Stephanie 56
Spore, Brett 43, 90
Springer, Jessica 49
Springer, Kim 43
Spurrbeck, Sara 56
Stahl, Rachel 43, 96
Stamback, Jeremy 35, 77
Standridge, Jeremy 49
Stanhope, Brian 43
Stanhope, Bryan 93
Staton, Alicia 49
Stenbak, Don 49
Stewart, Cari 43
Stewart, Jennifer 56
Stewart, Rachel 22
Stoddard, Sandi 49
Stoddard, Sandy 77
Stokley, Amy 43
Stoops, David 22, 84
Stoops, Terasa 22
Stoors, Wendy 108
Storfa, Shari 38
Storr, Wendy 35, 81, 98
Stratton, Julea 35
Streubel, Jason 35, 81
Sullivan, Juley 35
Swant, Cassie 107, 35
Swift, Mandie 56, 96
Swift, Ty 56
Swope, Robert 35
Syring, Trevor 35
Tait, Casey 56, 66
Tait, Heidi 49, 77
Tait, Kelly 43
Tangen, Michelle 38
Tappero, Andrea 38, 84
Tauriainen, Jason 49
Tauriainen, Melissa 49
Taylor, Bill 100
Taylor, Dan 38, 77
Tertus, Franck 38
Thomas, Allison 35
Thomas, Ben 56
Thomas, Crystal 49
Thomas, Danita 35, 67, 77
Thomas, Dawnita 44
Thomas, Katherine 56
Thompson, Bil 36
Thompson, Dave 44, 85
Tiffany, Laurie 49
Todd, Katherine 36
Trihey, Amber 56
Trihey, Dave 44, 84, 93
Trimborn, Lorri 49
Tromble, Pam 64, 66
Tromble, Pamela 44
Trudeau, Neely 104, 107, 36, 81
Turner, Gayle 24
Turner, Steve 93
Tussing, Shoshana 56

V

Valentine, Stephanie 56
VanProyen, Michael 49
Vantrease, Eric 49
Vara, Mike 38
Venti, Margot 36
Verstaine, Loveta 56
Verstan, Loveta 66
Vicknair, Deborah 56, 96
Vowels, Kendra 49, 77
Vsetecka, Camille 36

W

W., Dr. Robert Swaffield 22
Waggoner, Travis 36
Wagner, Brian 56
Wagner, Christina 36
Wagy, Robert 38
Waldomar, Rev. Kowalski 21
Walker, Jamie 38
Walker, Mindy 56
Wall, Louise 44
Wallwork, Thys 56
Walters, Heath 44
Walz, Cara 50
Ware, Nola 22
Warman, Colleen 57
Warneke, Jon 44
Warriner, Gabriel 57
Watson, Deona 57
Watson, Jason 44
Weakley, Heidi 57
Weeda, Ryan 50
Weiler, Tammy 57
Weisberg, Aimee 36
Weisbrod, Sheila 57
Weiss, Dan 36
West, Jennine 50
Weston, Dave 44
Wetherbee, Matt 50
Whall, Louise 85
Wheeler, Jeff 44
White, Calvin 19
Whitehead, Barry 50, 98
Wilde, Angel 44, 71
Wilkerson, Kimmie 36
Wille, Brett 44
Willey, Jennifer 44
William, Dr. Randolph 21
Williams, Dave 50
Williams, Devorah 50, 86
Williams, Ronica 57
Williamson, Ruth 50
Wills, Amy 44
Wills, Michael 36
Wille, Brett 95
Winans, Jennifer 36
Wisemore, Jack 19

Witt, Jacob 57, 85
Wood, Jennifer 44
Woods, Jamie 50
Woolett, Elizabeth 44
Worner, Douglas 50
Wright, Hilary 50
Wright, Keith 50

Yarnell, Lisa 50
Yates, Michael 44
Yeomans, Matt 44
Yeomans, Matt 108
Yeomans, Matthew 84
Yi, Chaesang 44
Yi, William 38
York, Brent 36
Young, Julia 23

Zetterberg, Eric 44
Ziemann, Jason 44
ATTENTION STUDENTS

Versatel®
Checking: With
No Monthly
Service Charge.

With Seafirst's Versatel Checking, there is no monthly service charge, no per check charge, and no minimum balance requirement.

Use any of 2,000 Versateller® branch cash machines,* or our 24-hour self service customer service line for your routine transactions and the $3 banker assistance charge does not apply.

For more information, stop by and see us or give us a call today.

Houghton Branch
10623 NE 68th Street
827-0353

*Deposits and payments can only be made at Versateller cash machines located at Seafirst branches.
INTRODUCING EVERY STUDENT'S GUIDE TO SKIPPING ATM FEES.

Call today and learn how.
Kirkland Branch,
177 Central Way, Kirkland, 827-4661

©1996 U.S. Bank. Member FDIC.

Congratulations to the Class of 1996!

"Commit to the Lord whatever you do, and your plans will succeed."
Proverbs 16:3

God's richest blessings to the class of 1996

THE NEIGHBORHOOD CHURCH
Exalting God and Growing People
Fulfilling the Great Commission and Great Commandments of Jesus Christ

625 140th Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98005
747-3445
Corner of NE 8th St and 140th Ave NE
CONGRATULATIONS, GRADUATES!

We are proud of all your efforts and hard work, in academics as well as your ministry in the church.

D. Rick Ross, Senior Pastor
Hwy 169 at 152nd Ave SE
(206) 226-0880
Proverbs 3:5,6:
"Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding; in all your ways acknowledge him, and He will make your paths straight."

Congratulations and God's blessings to the class of 1996!

5700 S.W. Dosch Road • Portland, OR 97201
(503) 245-7735 • fax: (503) 245-2766

Would you like to see your Church or Business advertised here?

For more information write to:
KARISMA
Northwest College
P.O. Box 579
Kirkland, WA
98083-0579

or call:
(206) 889-5269
"Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding; in all your ways acknowledge him, and he will make your paths straight."

Proverbs 3:5

MULDOON COMMUNITY ASSEMBLY

Church • School • Day Care

7041 De Barr Road, Anchorage, Alaska 99504

(907) 337-9495
THE MONTANA DISTRICT COUNCIL
of the Assemblies of God
salutes Northwest College
and the Class of
1996

MONTANA DISTRICT OFFICE
1702 Cotton Blvd. Billings, MT

Keith Elder
Director of Youth and Ed.

Paul Goodman
District Superintendent
District Council of the Assemblies of God
Congratulations to the Class of 1996

The Congregation & Pastoral Staff

6810 8th Ave NE, Seattle, WA 98115, 206-525-7473

Class of 1996

Congratulations and all of God's blessing from all of us at

Christian Life Center

Senior Pastor — David F. Tonn
3801 Russel, Missoula, MR 59801, 542-0353
Intercristo is always looking for job leads...

So you don't have to.

You're considering Christian service and are open to relocating, but don't know where to begin? Start with us! Our team uncovers new job leads daily. Our ministry jobs span 215 different occupational categories. Your job skills are needed in ministry. We'll show you where. Call toll free:

1-800-426-1342

Or return the coupon below.

Mail this coupon to

Intercristo
The Christian Career Specialists
19303 Fremont Ave. N.
Seattle, WA 98133-3800

Yes! Please send me free information on Intercristo's Christian Placement Network.

Name _________________________________
Address _______________________________
City __________ State ______ Zip ________
Publication ____________________________

Congratulations

from the

Staff and

Congregation

of

Eastridge Christian Assembly

Jon Oletzke
Senior Pastor

5025 Issaquah Pine Lake Rd. S.E., Issaquah, WA 98027
Phone 392-3253 • FAX 391-6641
A TIME OF CHANGE